ABSTRACT A social network contains a significant set of spreaders whose activities can lead to largescale activation of network members. In order to find the minimal set of spreaders, many methods based on traditional network topology have been proposed. However, search engines change the structure of traditional social networks. With the help of a search engine, each spreader has the potential to establish connections with disconnected spreaders. Thus, it is necessary to take the influences of search engines into account, in order to find a more accurate set of spreaders. In this paper, we aim to quantitatively characterize the impact of the collective influence of a search engine on a dynamic social network. First, we design a model to specially describe connections established by a search engine. Second, we improve a method based on collective influence theory to identify a more optimal set of super-spreaders, taking the influence of the search engine into consideration. We use the number of probably established subcritical paths attached to a node as this node's contribution in this social network. Third, we propose an algorithm based on collective influence that is applicable to networks with search engines to identify the optimal set of spreaders. The analysis results from both randomly generated networks and real-world networks indicate that our method can yield a more accurate set, which can cause a more large-scale cascade of information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the rapidly expanding scale of social networks and global-scale information cascades through those networks. A widely accepted view is that a large-scale cascade of messages is caused by the activation of a set of spreaders in a network. This set of so-called ''superspreaders'' plays a significant role in different fields, such as the study of computer virus propagation [1] and the protection of structurally pivotal units. In order to find a minimal set of super-spreaders, collective influence (CI) theory was proposed [2] , which greatly narrowed the identified set. There are several methods based on CI, such as collective influence threshold model (CI-TM) [3] . CI-TM uses the total number of subcritical paths attached to a node as the importance of this node, and this method is proven better than other existing methods.
However, methods based on collective influence theory are designed for traditional networks, ignoring the influences caused by search engines. Search engines have made great progress in the past three decades, changing the structure of the traditional social network greatly [4] . In a traditional social network, the connection between every two spreaders is definite, and a message cannot be propagated between unconnected spreaders. However, search engines make this possible, because each spreader can access other spreaders with the help of a search engine, even if they are disconnected. This feature changes the topologies of traditional social networks, greatly influencing the calculation processes in methods based on CI. It appears that there are uncertain connections between spreaders, which we call probably-established connections. The probably-established connection is the specific manifestation of the changes caused by search engines during a message passing process. In this paper, we focus on the following questions:
How does a search engine establish new connections in a social network? How do the differences of network structure influence the message passing process? How can a new model suitable for CI theory be designed, that takes into consideration the influences of a search engine?
In order to solve the problems delineated above, several unavoidable challenges must be addressed:
• Unlike traditional social networks, spreaders can make contact with other spreaders, which are disconnected, with the help of a search engine. This greatly changes the traditional network topology, which makes social network structure complex and uncertain.
• The connections established by search engines are completely different from those in traditional social networks; we cannot know where and when they will appear, and thus probably-established connections should not be treated as actual connections. We must design a new model to describe these specific connections that is able to integrate actual connections with probably-established connections.
• The evolution in traditional social network topology influence the message passing process. Conditions of message passing in a traditional social network are no longer suitable for the new topology, so it is necessary to quantify these probably-established connections and define a new model for the message passing process.
• Many methods based on CI theory regard traditional social network topology as the foundation of their theory. Once the traditional topology is no longer described by ''0'' (unconnected) and ''1'' (connected), the evaluation criteria applied to spreaders in those methods cannot be used anymore. So it is important to modify these methods or propose new methods to identify the optimal set of super-spreaders in a social network with a search engine. In order to address these challenges, the following research work has been done. First, in consideration of the fact that the connections established by search engines are not actual, we use probability method to describe all connections in social networks. Second, to quantify the probability that a search engine establishes a connection, it is necessary to propose a model to calculate these probabilities. So we analyze the probability distribution of spreaders to build a calculation model that can calculate the probability of establishing a connection according to the ranking of a node. Third, to identify super-spreaders in new social networks, we analyze how the message passing process is performed in a network with a search engine, and we mathematically prove how the contribution of a node spreads in a new network. Fourth, we design experiments to verify our analysis.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• By using probability method to describe a connection in social networks, we can quantify the influences of search engines, which makes our model more suitable for realworld scenarios. The concept of probably-established connection can also be used in other fields, such as virus propagation.
• We define a new message passing model for networks with search engines. In this model, we use the mathematical expectation of a node's active neighbors to measure whether a node reaches the threshold; the threshold is a special amount of a node's active neighbors, if a node has enough active neighbors, these neighbors can make this node fall into the active stage. Since the probability of an actual connection is 1, this model is also suitable for traditional social networks if we remove all probablyestablished connections (whose probabilities are all less than 1).
• We design a new method based on collective influence (CI) theory to quantitatively measure the importance of a spreader in a social network. Our mathematical analyses suggest that the contribution of a node spreads through the probably-established subcritical paths attached to this node. Furthermore, we design a new algorithm to calculate the contribution of each node to make the selected set as optimal as possible. Experiments show that on both randomly generated graphs and real-world graphs, the set selected by our algorithm can activate more network members than those sets selected by other methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the message passing model, the probability calculation model, and the definition of probably-established subcritical path. The CI algorithm based on probably-established subcritical path is presented in Section 3. Evaluations and discussion can be found in Section 4 and related work is presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.
II. PROBABLY-ESTABLISHED SUBCRITICAL PATH MODEL WITH SEARCH ENGINE
In this paper, the development of our model is divided into three different steps. First, we define a new message passing model, in which we propose a method to describe all connections in a social network while considering the influences of a search engine. We also define how a node falls into an active stage during the information spreading process. Second, to meet the demand of message passing model, we propose a method to quantify the probability of a connection in a social network. Third, we design a new method to calculate the contribution of a spreader in new networks, by improving the collective influence in threshold model (CI-TM) [3] .
A. MESSAGE PASSING MODEL
We present a new definition of connections in social networks. A a traditional network's topology is represented by the adjacency matrix {A ij } N ×N . If there is a directed link between i and j, we set A ij = 1, otherwise, we set A ij = 0. We use the adjacency matrix {P ij } N ×N to describe all connections in a network. P ij is the probability of the connection i → j. The probability of a search engine establishing a connection i → j is defined as P ij , while traditional connection is still defined as A ij . We have the definition is as follows:
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P ij = 1 if there is an actual connection between i and j; if there is no actual connection between them, P ij is the probability that a search engine will establish this connection. If node i is active at the beginning of message passing process, we call node i a ''seed''. We use the vector n = {n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n N } to record whether node i is a seed. If node i is a seed, n i = 1; otherwise, n i = 0. The total number of seeds is N i=0 n i /N . During the message passing process, each inactive node may fall into the active stage, so we use v i to indicate whether node i is active (v i = 1) or inactive (v i = 0) in the final state. At the beginning of the message passing process, there are only q fraction of active nodes, but other nodes become active if they satisfy the rule that: a node i falls into the active stage when it has at least m i active neighbors [3] , which includes actual neighbors and probable neighbors connected by a search engine. The spreading process terminates if there are no newly activated nodes.
We use v i→j to express whether node i is active for a directed link i → j, assuming that node j is disconnected from the network. If n i = 1 or node i has at least m i active neighbors excluding j, then v i→j = 1. We define N i as the total number of active neighbors of node i, and N i j as the number of i's active neighbors excluding node j. Here we define the calculation method of N i :
The calculation formula of N i j is as follows:
Note that not only traditional neighbors but also other nodes are considered, since it is possible to set a path of length 1 between each two nodes. We define C k i ∂i\j as the set of all combinations of k i nodes selected from ∂i\j, where ∂i is the set of all nodes connected with i, including actual neighbors and probably-connected neighbors, and ∂i\j is the set of all nodes in ∂i, excluding node j. Assuming that there are b i elements contained by C k i ∂i\j , all the elements are denoted by
∂i\j , they satisfy a rule: k∈C b P ki ≥ m i and k,t∈C b ,k =t P ki < m i , where t is any one node in C b . This rule means that the size of C b should be as small as possible under the condition that k P ki ≥ m i , the absence of any node in C b will lead to k P ki < m i . According to the above definition, k i is a variable in [m i , N −2]. Fig. 1 illustrates all three combinations C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , corresponding to v i→j for node i with a threshold m i = 2. The dotted link shows that the connection is established by a search engine, while an actual connection is denoted by a solid line. C 1 has P = 2.2, P for C 2 is 2.2, and C 3 has P = 2. If any one of the three combinations is active, v i→j = 1.
In view of the factors described above, we have improved the message passing equation in social networks as FIGURE 1. Illustration of message passing equation taking a search engine into consideration. Three combinations C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , corresponding to v i →j for node i with a threshold m i = 2. The dotted link shows that the connection is established by a search engine, while an actual connection is denoted by a solid line. P i 1 i = 0.5 and P i 2 i = 0.7. C 1 contains three nodes: i 1 , i 2 , and i 4 ; C 2 contains three nodes: i 1 , i 2 , and i 3 ; C 3 contains two nodes: i 3 and i 4 . Thus C 1 has P = P i 1 i + P i 2 i + P i 4 i = 2.2, while P for C 2 is 2.2 and C 3 has P = 2. For each combination, the absence of any node will break the condition that P > m i . If any one of the three combinations is active, v i →j = 1.
follows:
The final state of node i is:
B. PROBABILITY CALCULATION MODEL
For node j, any other node in this network has a probability of establishing a connection with j, but the connection is not actual. In order to describe this kind of connection, the concept of a probably-established connection is proposed, as we use a probability method to describe all connections in a network. The probability of an actual connection is 1, and the probability of a connection established by a search engine is calculated by an equation given in our model. We regard a search result as a node in a network; the higher ranking a node has, the higher probability that it is connected with others. As defined in the previous section, P ij is the probability of link i → j, thus P ij ∈ [0, 1]. Unlike probability theory, the sum of the probabilities for all the connections established by a search engine should be more than 1. When people look up information on the Internet, they often click more than one web page, which means that the several nodes that have high rankings have probabilities approaching 1 (P → 1), while the probabilities of other nodes rapidly decrease. If a node's ranking is higher than a given threshold, the probability that this node will be clicked approaches 0 (P → 0), because most people only click on results in the first few pages-few people click results that rank low. The probability calculation model is improved by exponential distribution, which is used to calculate the probability density of a continuous random variable. The probability density of exponential distribution is:
Since the distribution of nodes is discrete, we modify general exponential distribution to make it suitable for our model. All nodes rank from 1 to N . For node x, the initial probability of being clicked by other nodes is calculated by the following equation:
In Eq. (7), i is the ranking of node x. However, the sum of all initial probabilities is 1, and only the node that ranks first has a probability approaching 1; it does not satisfy the rule that several nodes that rank high all have probabilities approaching 1, while the probabilities of other nodes rapidly decrease. As a result, we introduce a modifying factor α i into the equation to derive the following formula, where i is still the ranking of current node.
In Eq. (8), the modifying factor enables the equation to satisfy the rule mentioned above, but it introduces a new problem: node who ranks on the top may have a probability more than 1. Thus it is necessary to limit the probability. The final form of the formula is
where δ is a value approaching 1. If the ranking of node x is ahead of threshold α, the initial probability value will be magnified, while if this node's ranking is after the threshold, the probability is reduced. For all the N (N − 1) links, P xy and P yx are not equal, because the ranking of x is different from the ranking of y.
C. DEFINITION OF THE PROBABLY-ESTABLISHED SUBCRITICAL PATH
The definition of a subcritical path has been proposed in collective influence threshold model:
It implies that under this condition, if node i is active, node j will be activated, which is true for j's other neighbors excluding k. Here we improve the initial proving process to introduce the concept of the probably-established subcritical path (PSP).
For all the N (N − 1) directed connections i → j, we can regard Eq. (4) as a discrete dynamic system, described as follows:
The initial state of the system is v 0 [3] . In Eq. (4), it can be proved that
Eq. (11) is an improvement of CI-TM. It is clear that
has a probability equal to 1 only if there exists a combination C b that satisfies the following rule: C b contains k, and any other nodes in C b excluding k are active. Meanwhile, any other set
does not satisfy the condition that all elements of C b are active. This rule can also be expressed as follows:
has a probability equal to 1 only if N i (j,k) < m i and N i (j,k) + P ki ≥ m i . Based on the facts mentioned above, for a link i → j → k, we define a variable S i→j→k as follows:
According to Eq.(12), the link is non-backtracking because the conclusion is deducted under the condition of i = k. In contrast to the concept of a subcritical node in traditional networks [3] , we take all nodes into account, excluding i and k. Node j is inactive if N j (i,k) < m j , since it does not have enough active neighbors. Under the above condition, assuming n i = 1 and n j = 0, if N j (i,k) +P ij ≥ m j , the activation of i will activate the inactive node j, which means node j is subcritical in the absence of k, or the contribution of i is conveyed by the link i → j → k. In Fig. 2 , node i has two active neighbors i 1 and i 3 , and the links i 1 → i and We use blue dot to represent the seed. The seed is also the beginning of a probably-established subcritical path. We use a square to represent the set of active neighbors, whose activation exactly makes the node attached to it subcritical. Probably-established subcritical paths are highlighted by orange links. There are not only actual links (denoted by solid links) but also those established by a search engine (denoted by dotted links). 
, and any two links are non-backtracking, whether or not they are consecutive. If i 1 = i, we set the length L = 0. In Fig. 3(a) , there are two probably-established subcritical paths of length L = 0: i 1 and i 2 are seeds. In Fig. 3(b) , k is the only one seed, and there are two different probably-established subcritical paths emanating from k. In Fig. 3(c) , the length of the probably-established subcritical path is 2.
D. MESSAGE PASSING ANALYSIS TAKING SEARCH ENGINES INTO CONSIDERATION
Based on Eq. (5), the rule of information propagation is: node i becomes active if it has at least m i active neighbors, including both actual neighbors and probable neighbors. The traditional topology of a given network consists of actual connections, while its new topology is composed of traditional connections and newly added probably-established connections. The number of actual active neighbors of node i is k =i,P ki =1 P ki v k→i , while all active neighbors of i is N i = k =i P ki v k→i . It is clear that in new network structure, node i has k =i,P ki =1 P ki v k→i more active neighbors than that is had in the traditional network. Here are three cases of the state of node i.
• If k =i,P ki =1 P ki v k→i ≥ m i , then i becomes active in both a traditional network and the new network.
• If N i < m i , i is inactive in both traditional network and new network.
• If k =i,P ki =1 P ki v k→i < m i and N i ≥ m i , then i becomes active when taking the search engine into consideration, but in a traditional network, i is still inactive.
Taken together, these cases suggest that the number of newly activated nodes in a social network with a search engine is more than that in a traditional network. This means that after each round of spreading, the occurrence time of the first-order transition in the new network is earlier than the occurrence time in a traditional network.
III. CI ALGORITHM BASED ON PROBABLY-ESTABLISHED SUBCRITICAL PATHS
Based on the work described in the previous section, we know that the contribution of node i spreads through the probablyestablished subcritical paths attached to it. Therefore, the number of probably-established subcritical paths starting from i is used to represent its importance. Here, we propose a new calculation method suitable for networks with search engines. The method is an improvement over the calculation method of the subcritical path in traditional networks [3] .
The probably-established subcritical path is nonbacktracking, which means that once a node is chosen by a subcritical path, it can't be chosen again by any other probably-established subcritical paths. In order to mark the chosen subcritical nodes, we define two concepts: SV and DSV . For a probably-established subcritical path
Eq. (13) suggests that the current value of DSV is the product of all probabilities between every two adjacent nodes in this path. If there is only one node i 0 , we set DSV i 0 = 1. In Fig. 4(a) , for the link i → p → l, DSV ipl = P ip P pl = 0.5, for the link i → j → k → l, DSV ijkl = P ij P jk P kl = 0.7. If the length of a probably-established subcritical path is 0, we still use the degree of node i as its value; thus PSP 0 (i) = d i , where d i is the degree of i. As shown in Fig. 4(b 
For the cases of L ≥ 1, the calculation is based on the FIGURE 4. Illustration of PSP, DSV , and SV . A square is the set of active neighbors whose activation exactly makes the nodes attached to them become subcritical. There are not only actual links (denoted by solid links) but also links established by a search engine (denoted by dotted links). (a) P pl = 0.5, P ij = 0.7, for link DSV ipl = P ip P pl = 0.5, DSV ijkl = P ij P jk P kl = 0.7. When we calculate PSP 1 (i ), SV l = SV l + DSV ipl = 0.5, so l is not completely subcritical. When we calculate PSP 2 (i ), SV l = SV l + DSV ijkl = 0.5 + 0.7 = 1.2 > 1, which means that l falls into the subcritical stage. After calculating PSP 2 (i ), if there exists another probably-established subcritical path that wants to pass through l , it will not be allowed. definition of PSP. For L = 1,
As shown in Fig. 4(c) , for node i, the number of its probablyestablished subcritical paths of length L = 1 is 1 + P ki 2 . Therefore, PSP 1 
In Fig. 4(d) , the probably-established subcritical paths of length L = 2 also contribute to PSP 2 (i); thus PSP 2 (i) = 4 + 2P ki 2 + P ki 2 P i 2 j 2 . As defined above, for length of L,
It is obvious that DSV highlights the probability of each link, which applies to connections established by search engines. 
Once SV i L ≥ 1, i l becomes subcritical, which means that it cannot be chosen anymore. In Fig. 4(a) , when we calculate PSP 1 (i), SV l = SV l + DSV ipl = 0.5, so l is not completely subcritical. When we calculate PSP 2 (i), SV l = SV l + DSV ijkl = 0.5 + 0.7 = 1.2 > 1. After calculating PSP 2 (i), if another probably-established subcritical path wants to pass through l, it will not be allowed. We now improve the CI-TM algorithm [3] to make it suitable for our model. At first, there are only q fraction of seeds, which are active in the network. During the spreading process, some inactive nodes fall into the active stage following Eq. (5). We define Q(q) as the fraction of active nodes in the final stage. Our goal is to maximize Q(q) as soon as possible. We define B(i, L) as the set of node i plus vertices belonging to all probably-established subcritical paths with length l ≤ L originating from i , in which each vertex has a subcritical value SV ≥ 1. For each node belonging to the probably-established subcritical paths originating from i, if a node's SV < 1, we do not add this node to B(i, L), but its subcritical value will be preserved to be used in next loop. At first, there is no seed in the seed set S. The calculation proceeds following the PSP algorithm below.
It is a common phenomenon for a node's contribution to overlap with those of others. Similar to the CI-TM algorithm [3] , in the above algorithm, we regard all nodes in B(i, L) as removed from the remaining nodes once i is selected as a seed, because all nodes in B(i, L) will be activated by the active node i; there is no need to reselect these nodes in B(j, L) in later steps. After finishing this removal, we begin to find the next influencer. This operation reduces the influence of overlap, yielding a more optimal set than other methods.
Considering the definition of PSP L , computing PSP L (i) is equal to finding subcritical vertices layer by layer within an L radius. Because there is no backtracking in a probablyestablished subcritical path, there is no need to worry that any part of a current probably-established subcritical path may be recalculated. In addition, the concept of SV is proposed to avoid a case where a node is taken into probably-established subcritical paths through links established by search engines for enough times, but is not treated as a subcritical node. Because of the finite radius, we treat the time complexity of calculating PSP L for each node as O (1) . In the first step, we calculate PSP L for each node within an L radius, which takes O(N ) time. As a result of removing B(i, L), N i and the number of neighbors for each remaining node will change. We have to recalculate PSP L for the remaining nodes in each loop, and thus the total complexity is O(N 2 ). for each node i k in remaining nodes do 11: Calculate PSP L (i k ) (ignoring nodes whose SV ≥ 1 during calculation) 12: if PSP L (i k ) > M then 13: Mark node i k
14:
end if 15: end for 16: Select i k with the largest PSP L 17:
for each node i in remaining nodes do 19 :
end if 22: end for 23 :
Remove B(i k , L) from the remaining nodes 25 : end for 26: Output S
IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
We test our algorithm on both randomly generated networks and real-world networks, including Weibo [5] , P2P [6] , and Facebook [7] . The rule of the message passing process is: only if at least t fraction of a node's neighbors are active, will a node fall into the active stage. This rule can also be expressed by m i = td i [3] . We compare its performance against the performance of the CI-TM algorithm, because our model is proposed as an improvement to CI-TM.
First, we use the CI-TM algorithm to get the set of seeds and simulate the message passing process to get Q(q), without limitation on L. Then, we use the CI-TM algorithm to calculate the number of subcritical paths for each node, and we rank all nodes according to their numbers. Afterwards, we calculate probability (P ) for every element in the network, and write them into {P ij } N ×N , following equation (1) . Finally, we get the set of seeds by using the PSP algorithm and simulate our message passing process to calculate the value of Q(q); then, we contrast it to the Q(q) calculated by the CI-TM algorithm. Fig. 5 (a) presents Q(q) versus q on a randomly generated network (N = 5 × 10 2 , t = 0.5, α = 9, δ = 0.95), while Fig. 5(b) presents Q(q) versus q on the same randomly generated network (N = 5 × 10 2 , t = 0.5, α = 18, δ = 0.95). Connections in this network are generated randomly. On average, each node has about 10 actual neighbors. It is apparent from Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(a) that Q(q) undergoes a continuous transition at first, and then a first-order transition, which results in the activation of all the elements in the network. The single most striking observation to emerge from the data comparisons is that the PSP algorithm achieves a better performance for first-order transition by identifying a smaller number of seeds than CI-TM algorithm. In Fig 5(a) , PSP algorithm achieves Q(q) = 1 when q = 0.106, CI-TM algorithm achieves it when q = 0.11. For Fig. 5(b) , they are 0.82 and 0.1. Fig. 5(c) shows Q(q) versus q on the Facebook social network (N = 5 × 10 2 , t = 0.5, α = 18, δ = 0.95), while Fig. 5(d) shows Q(q) versus q on the same Facebook social network (N = 5 × 10 2 , t = 0.5, α = 36, δ = 0.95). It is obvious that the PSP algorithm behaves the same as the CI-TM algorithm at first. Shortly afterwards, however, the PSP algorithm performs better than the CI-TM algorithm, and it achieves Q(q) = 1 by identifying a smaller number of seeds (q = 0.042 in Fig. 5(c) , q = 0.024 in Fig. 5(d) ), while CI-TM achieves Q(q) = 1 when q = 0.05 (Fig. 5(c) ) and q = 0.028 (Fig. 5(d) ). show the same Weibo network (N = 10 3 , t = 0.5, δ = 0.95). As can be seen from the results of those two experiments, the PSP algorithm always performs better than the CI-TM algorithm: it leads to the global-scale cascade by calculating a more optimal set of seeds.
We can know that PSP algorithm always performs better than CI-TM algorithm on both randomly generated networks and real networks. Unlike random networks, the firstorder transition appears earlier in real-world social networks. We speculate that this is because nodes in random networks have higher degrees than those in real networks, which makes it difficult to satisfy the rule N i ≥ td i when q in random networks is equal to that in real networks. Fig. 6(a) shows Q(q) versus q on a randomly generated network (N = 5 × 10 2 , t = 0.5, α = 36, δ = 0.95), where the probability of any other nodes being a neighbor of a randomly chosen node i is 1/50. Compared with the CI-TM algorithm, the PSP still has a better performance, which is true for Fig. 6(b)-Fig. 6(e) . In Fig. 6(b) , the probability of any other nodes being a neighbor of i is 1/100, and the probabilities for figure 6(c), 6(d), and 6(e) are 1/150, 1/200, and 1/250, respectively. We know that the lower a node's average degree, the more easily a first-order transition will appear, because in the networks with search engines, even though all nodes are very sparse, search engines also have the ability to connect them. In this case, the contribution for each node propagates mainly though probably-established links, which is a more suitable representation of reality. Fig. 6(f) shows the minimum value of q that satisfies Q(q) = 1 versus the average degree. The results show the positive correlation of q and the average degree.
Based on the experiment results, we can find that the PSP algorithm can identify a more optimal set of super-spreaders that CI-TM algorithm.
V. RELATED WORK
The set of super-spreaders supplies a highly effective means of solving a series of currently pressing issues about social networks [8] , such as computer virus propagation [1] , control of information diffusion [9] , and so on [10] , [11] . As a result, one of the most significant current discussions in social networks centers around finding the most optimal set of super nodes [12] . A considerable amount of the related literature has been published to achieve this goal. This research can be classified into two general types: centrality-based methods, and methods based on collective influence theory. All of them provide valuable experience to us.
Originally, there are several widely used centrality-based measures [13] were developed to find a single influencer, including PageRank (PR) [14] , high degree (HD) [15] , K-core (Ks) [16] , [17] , betweenness centrality (BC) [18] , and closeness centrality (CC) [19] .
The high degree (HD) method uses the value of a node's degree to quantify its importance; the more neighbors a node has, the more significant it is. In the HD method, all nodes are ranked in a descending order according to their degree. When the most influential spreader needs to be selected, the node that ranks first is selected. However, when selecting an opti-VOLUME 5, 2017 mal set of super-nodes, this method merely selects nodes from the top of the sort, ignoring the overlap of influences of these selected nodes. In this case, the selected set is rarely optimal.
The betweenness centrality (BC) method uses the number of shortest paths through a node as its importance in networks [20] , [21] . A large BC score means a nodes lies in a key position. Similar to HD, when selecting a set of seeds, the BC method does not consider the overlap of their influences. In addition, calculating the total number of a node's shortest paths takes a high computational complexity [22] , making this method infeasible for large-scale social networks.
Closeness centrality (CC) is similar to BC: it quantifies the contribution of a node by calculating its average shortest distance to others. A high CC value suggests that a node lies in a central position in the network, meaning that its influence spreads widely. All nodes are ranked according to their CC values in descending order. When selecting the optimal set, this method merely chooses the top of the sort. As with BC, the CC also requires a high computational complexity to calculate the average shortest distance for each node [23] , which means that it is not suitable for large-scale networks.
The K-core method uses a k S value to describe the contribution of a node. A high k S value means that this node is located in a key position [24] . During the calculation process, we iteratively remove nodes from the network according to their degrees. It has been proven that K-core performs well in selecting a single influencer [17] , but this method suffers a lot from overlap when it comes to identifying a set of seeds.
PageRank is a popular algorithm for ranking web pages that uses a PR value to measure the position of each node [25] . In brief, the higher a web page's PR value, the more likely it is that a random walker will visit it. The PageRank algorithm performs well, but it may give a high PR value to an irrelevant web page such as an advertising page [26] . It also has a major problem: it does not solve the overlap between those selected nodes.
With the evolution of related research, centrality-based methods are no longer appropriate in fast-growing networks. In order to select a minimal group of spreaders, the concept of collective influence has been established for optimal percolation in random graphs [2] . Several methods for multiple node selection are based on collective influence theory, such as high degree adaptive (HDA), K-core adaptive (KsA), and the collective influence threshold model (CI-TM) [3] .
Similar to HD, HDA method also uses degrees to evaluate the contribution of a node, but the difference is that after selecting a node, HDA then remove this node from the network and reduce the degrees of its neighbors. This operation can reduce the influences of overlap phenomenon, making HDA perform better.
As a typical case of collective influence theory, CI-TM [3] alleviates the overlap phenomenon greatly. This method proves that the contribution of a node spreads though subcritical paths, and thus the contribution is quantified by the number of subcritical paths attached to this node. Every time a new seed is chosen, the CI-TM algorithm removes this node and its subcritical paths from the network, which reduces overlap. CI-TM performs better than other methods such as PageRank (PR), greedy algorithm (GA) [27] , message passing algorithm (MP) [28] , and the methods mentioned above, but it doesn't consider the influences of search engines.
Search engines not only supply a high effective means of retrieving information, but also change the connections in social networks. Various research about search engines have been published in different fields [1] , [29] .
In recent years, the number of network viruses have increased rapidly with the help of search engines, causing great damage. Two examples are the search engine poisoning (SEP) [30] , [31] and Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). SEP is used by some malicious software to publish fake pages to attract victims. APT whose influence has been enhanced by search engines [32] , [33] , has caused more damage in this field. This phenomenon has raised awareness of the power of search engines in virus propagation.
The research [1] indicates that a search engine is able to influence the virus propagation process; researchers use the wormhole effect to quantitatively analyze virus propagation and determine whether a virus propagation process is stable or not. The results of their research show that search engines have the ability to accelerate virus propagation.
Another related study [4] uses randomly added new links among nodes to evaluate the effect of a search engine on network evolution. Their research suggests that search engines drive the evolution of social networks, which accelerates the information propagation process.
VI. CONCLUSION
In recent years, researchers have investigated a variety of approaches to find an optimal set of super influencers in social networks. But up to now, their research has tended to focus on traditional networks rather than considering the important influences of search engines. Search engines are utilized to find interesting topics, which implies that content can be transferred from source users to potential interested users, thus changing the social network structures. This paper investigates how search engines can be taken into account by using a probability method to describe all connections. Furthermore, in order to get an optimal set of spreaders, we improve the CI-TM algorithm, which exhibits better performance than other methods when choosing the set of seeds in traditional networks. We emphasize the significance of using probability to frame a new concept to describe the structure of networks. The results of our experiments indicate that the PSP algorithm we proposed performs better than the CI-TM algorithm on both randomly generated networks and real-world networks. The conclusion that can be drawn from our research is that the contribution of a seed is determined by the number of probably-established subcritical paths, through which the influence of a seed spreads.
The concept of probably-established connection that we have proposed advances the understanding of the influences of search engines in social networks. And the PSP algorithm can provide a practical method for identifying a set of pivotal influencers that can be employed in relevant applications, such as blocking virus transmission in networks. 
